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S2 GLOBAL
Training is Critical Requirement for
Effective Screening Operations

“The most sophisticated
machines become worthless if
the people who operate them
and visually inspect the X-ray
images are not qualified to do
so.”*
*“Increasing X-ray image interpretation competency of
cargo security screeners,” International Journal of Industrial
Ergonomics, 2014.

S2 GLOBAL DELIVERS RECRUITMENT AND
TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR SECURITY
PROFESSIONALS THROUGH S2 UNIVERSITY

To realize significant benefits,
S2 Global’s programs are based
on field-proven, unique principles
including:
Real data, not simulations:
S2 Global uses image and data
from real-world inspection
situations – not simulations. The
result: training that is as close
to actual work experience as
possible.
Expert trainers with operational
experience: S2 Global instructors
have decades of experience
operating security systems.
End-to-end approach: S2 Global
offers a unique online learning
system at S2University.com where
students can complete certificate
programs and become experts in
their field.
Flexible Delivery Options:
Combining expert trainers,
leading-edge curriculums, and an
online learning system, S2 Global
can deliver a training package
tailored to your needs. Choose
from the following delivery
options:
S2 University Online
www.S2University.com
For self-paced certifications,
S2 University is available online
24/7. Students are enrolled in
courses which is administered and
monitored by your agency.

S2 University Online + Customer
Site Instruction
With Online + Customer Site
Instruction, S2 Global works
with you to implement the S2
University Online training program
on local computers. In addition,
students receive on-going, on-site
classroom assistance from an S2
Global instructor. The instructor
helps manage and administer
training, answer student questions,
conduct assessments, review test
results and explain important
concepts.
S2 University Online + Regional
Training Center
S2 Global can deliver training in
one of our regional classrooms
using our S2 University Online.
Training uses live, on-site
instructors.
S2 Global Training Academy
The Training Academy solution is
ideal for customers with a longterm training requirement. S2
Global can assist in identifying
and preparing a training location,
recruiting and training staff,
augmenting local training
resources, developing curriculums
and course materials, and
recruiting, pre-screening and
enrolling students.

TRAINING BEGINS WITH IDENTIFYING
CANDIDATE CAPABILITIES

XPRS (X-Ray Pre-Screener) assesses visual acuity and
analytical aptitudes of potential image analysts.

XPRS is an interactive
recruitment tool that
ensures that potential
image analysts have
the required visual and
analytical abilities to be an
effective image analyst.
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Assesses candidates
visual analysis, color
recognition, spatial
awareness and other
skills and significantly
improves the staff
recruitment process.

XPRS - X-Ray Pre Screener
Assessment Examination
The XPRS Test is an S2 Global
innovation and a core component
of our training. It addresses the
need to assess visual acuity and
analytical aptitudes before hiring
and training begins. XPRS is an
interactive recruitment tool that
tests color recognition, spatial
recognition, pattern recognition,
memory recall, threat detection
and more. XPRS ensures that
potential image analysts have
the required visual and analytical
abilities to be effective image
analysts.

Pattern Recognition Test
The Pattern Recognition test
contains shapes and patterns
where you can test your ability to
identify various shapes, patterns
and sequences. The test is in two
parts with each part containing
approximately five questions.

Item Recognition Test
The Item Recognition test looks at
how well you can remember more
difficult patterns and everyday
objects. The test is in two parts
and contains approximately five
questions in each part.

Tests Included
Color Recognition Test

Memory Recall

The Color Recognition test
is designed to test for color
blindness. The test is in two
parts and each part contains
approximately five questions.

The Memory Recall test looks
at how well you can remember
everyday objects and the order
you see them in. The test is
comprised of 4 questions.

Spatial Awareness Test

Location Awareness Test

The Spatial Awareness test looks
at how you recognize objects
when displayed at different angles.
The test is in two parts each
part contains approximately five
questions.

The Location Awareness test
will look at how well you can
remember an object and where
the object is located.

Threat Recognition
The Threat Recognition test will
look at how well you are able to
find threat items in an X-ray image.

Course Catalog

THE ONLY IMAGE
CERTIFICATE
PROGRAMS
ANALYSIS
START
PROGRAM
WITH THE
USING
REAL-WORLD
FUNDAMENTALS
SCANSOF
NON-INTRUSIVE INSPECTION
S2 Global Training Image Analysis Fundamentals Certification Course*
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Introduction
to S2 U
Interface

Introduction
to Image

Image
Recognition
Quiz

Demo Image
Lab Video

Image Labs

Interpretation

Scan
Software

Contraband
Detection

Image
Analysis
Process Flow

Weapons
Detection

Material
Separation
What Is
Normal?

Currency
Detection
Weapons,
Narcotics
and IED’s

Random Labs
Random Labs
feature Level
1 images to
include cargo
conveyances,
cargo
shipments
and private
vehicles.

Image Labs
Image Labs
feature Level
1 “real world”
scan images.
Images
include cargo
conveyances/
cargo
shipments
and or private
vehicles
as per the
request of the
client.

Final Image
Lab Level 1
Test

*Example of customs certificate course

S2 Global trains operators
to analyze x-ray images
with the same system
tools they will use
everyday.
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SUCCESSFUL METHODS AND
PROCESSES ARE THE CORNERSTONE
OF OUR IMAGE ANALYSIS
FUNDAMENTALS CERTIFICATION
Fundamentals Certification
S2 University offers image analysts
the most comprehensive program
to read and detect anomalies in
x-ray scans. Students start with
the learning the methods and
processes used in successful
scanning operations. Then, using
the same tools available on
x-ray systems to view real world
images, students start to use their
knowledge to detect anomalies
receiving feedback and taking
short review tests during the
process.
Courses Included
Scan Software
This course describes the tool
functions used in the x-ray scanner
and teaches how to apply them to
scan images.

Image Analysis Process Flow
Using real-world images,
this course teaches students
established methodologies
for efficiently and effectively
analyzing X-ray images. Students

will learn how to analyze images in
a systematic and detailed process.

Material Separation
Introduction to how organic and
inorganic materials appear in an
x-ray image and instruction on the
Material Separation tool functions.

What Is “Normal”
Using real-world images, students
learn what “normal” or “clean”
X-ray images of cargo containers
and vehicles look like. Students
learn a baseline understanding
of “normal” images that they
can then use when analyzing
images for anomalies. Focusing
on commercial vehicles, private
vehicles and various shipping
containers and trailers and normal
or typical components within
the structures, this course looks
at different types of packing
materials and cargo load patterns
and how they appear on an X-ray
scan image.
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FUNDAMENTALS GIVES
ANALYSTS THE TOOLS TO
DETECT MORE
What is Normal Cargo

Weapons Detection

The course presents a photo
and scan image of the cargo
followed by a live scan image
where the student can apply the
tool functions to view the cargo
in detail. On the live scans the
student is encouraged to look
at the form, pattern and density
of the cargo, while applying all
the appropriate tool functions
enabling them to see right into the
cargo.

A look at different weapons
and how they appear in scan
images. The student will have
the opportunity to work with live
scans and use the tool functions
to analyze and find concealed
weapons.

Introduction to Image
Interpretation
The course introduces the student
to the common components found
in private vehicles, cars, buses
and trucks as well as some of the
more common types of cargo. The
student will be able to see how
these components and items look
in scan images.

Contraband Detection
This course looks at the different
methods of trafficking and the
type of cargo that is trafficked
including; weapons, drugs,
incorrect and un-manifested
cargo as well as contraband and
restricted items
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Currency Scan
A course on currency and the
different methods of concealment
in cargo and vehicles.

Weapons, Narcotics and IED’s
An introduction to threat items
that might be found in different
types of cargo.

Image Labs
S2 Global image labs contain
millions of “real-world” scans
along with the matching manifest
data on available shipments.
After each image is analyzed,
adjudication is selected and is
documented at the completion of
each lab in a visual report enabling
the student to identify incorrect
actions.

REAL WORLD
IMAGES PROVIDE
EXPERTISE
BEYOND THE
FUNDAMENTALS
Intermediate and Expert

Cargo Vehicles
Image labs include commercial
conveyances and cargo shipments.
Scan images reflect homogeneous
cargo, empty conveyances and
private vehicles clean of clutter
and large dense areas. Contraband
includes drugs, currency, weapons/
ammunition, human trafficking,
contraband cigarettes and
manifest discrepancies.

Certifications
To further develop the ability
to detect anomalies such as
drugs, weapons, currency and
other contraband in various
types of vehicles and containers,
an Intermediate and Expert
certification include increasingly
difficult image labs to analyse.

Commercial Buses and Vans
Image labs include commercial
buses and vans. Scan images
reflect cargo/conveyance that
is non-homogeneous, multiple
vehicle cargo shipments, tankers
and flatbed non-containerized
cargo such as wood, steel,
aluminium, etc. Private vehicle
scans include images that contain,
groceries, supplies, equipment, etc.
that display clutter and shielding.

Private Vehicles
Image labs include a wide range
of private vehicles. Scan images
display complex densities, loading
patterns, shielding of cargo/
conveyance include loaded
tankers, scrap metal, multiple
vehicles, household effects, etc.
Private vehicles display a wide
range of densities and clutter
which will require in depth
analysis.
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TRAINING FOR EVENT
SECURITY TAILORED TO
YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS
Training for the Entire Security

Main Entrance Security

Organization

Covering the various aspects of
security for the main entrance of
an event, including main entrance
procedures, conflict management,
and guests with special needs.

Training many different types of
personnel involved in making your
event successful requires a unique
approach. S2 University provides
online training for everyone on
your team from volunteers to
security directors. From the first
entrance, to the last person out,
S2 University shows personnel
what to look for and how to
respond to security issues. We
also train new users on technology
use and protocol.
With such comprehensive training
for all your personnel, your event
will be ready for opening day.
Standard Courses
Security Staff Audit Process
A review of the audit process for
security staff at events.

Prohibited Items Review
Reviews the prohibited items
policy. This course may also cover
other miscellaneous policies,
such as, mobile device policy,
autograph policy, etc.

Security Communications
Covers the various aspects of
security communications at an
event. Topics include: code words,
radio phonetics, proper radio
usage and more.

Screening Procedure Courses
Parking Lot Security
Covering the different aspects
of parking lot security, including:
parking areas, posts, and guest
policies.
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Depending on the need of the
event, five different screening
courses are available:
•
Bag Search
•
Pat Down
•
Baggage & Parcel Inspection
•
Hand Held Metal Detector
•
Walk Through Metal Detector
Each course covers the proper
usage and best practices for each
type of screening procedure.

S2 UNIVERSITY COURSES ARE
DESIGNED BY FIELD OPERATIVES
FROM REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCE

Expert Developed Training
With a combined 76 years of
experience in the security field, our
content developers and instructors
bring forth a wealth of knowledge
for today’s security professional.
With our unique learning
management system at
www.S2University.com students are
able to gain extensive knowledge
from media-rich, tailored courses.
S2 Global has the capability to
develop courses specific to the
security needs of your organization
or agency.
Contact us to discuss your next
security training program.
Gary Heffner
Director, Training S2 Global
GHeffner@screeningsolution.com
www.S2University.com
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S2 Global, an OSI Systems
company, is a world class leader in
detection system implementation,
integration, training, staffing and
maintenance. Our dedication
and experience has resulted in a
suite of systems, knowledge and
experienced personnel available
on-demand for clients of all sizes.
S2 University provides real world
training for organizations and
governments responsible for
security and safety delivered on a
user-friendly platform in person or
online.

WORLDWIDE CONTACTS
Global Headquarters
1800 Eller Drive
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33316
United States of America
Tel: +1 954-779-7102
WEB
www.screeningsolution.com
www.S2University.com

081618
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